
We made a big move last December in buying a house on a tiny island (Norfolk Island) out
in the middle of the ocean, so naturally I wondered and worried how Indie would adjust to

home-schooling this year and I couldn’t be happier or more proud of her. This by far has
been the BEST home-schooling year we have had, not only for Indie, but together as a

family (we have been active home-schoolers since 2020) This year for Indie she has been
immersed in so much culture, history, festivals, sustainable living practises and for me to

watch indie come out of her shell ,find her place in this world and become a confident
young lady in our community island, brings me so much joy. When we first moved to the
island ( start of the year, indie was VERY shy towards other children, we often would go
to the beach or park and she would shy away from other kids and swim off by herself or

not want to go where she seen other kids play 
( because she said she was shy and nervous, I could see how nervous she was to as

sometimes she would shake)- this went on for the first few months but NOW indie has
the most friends she has EVER had. She meets her friends at the park several times a
week, we arrange surfing and play dates all the time. Indie attends the school holiday

program every holidays, with her friends in which they do activities and visit places on the
island, She has meet a lego master, and had a lego workshop day, meet a clown and had a

circus workshop day, (she came home showing me her new juggling skills and how she
spun a plastic plate on a stick ) she cooked traditional island food,mudda! visited the

police and fire station, had scavenger hunts around the historic sites on the island , she
also visited the botanic garden and national parks were she learnt about the native and

rare species of the island. Had a farm tour day and arts and crafts workshop day, plus so
many other amazing, fun ,hands on and interactive learning opportunities this year.
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Indie has also attended many local festivals this year , like just last week was the
spring fair- There were local craft and food market stalls, big waterslides and

music.Indie walked around and brought many luck dips with her friends, and was
interested in watching the traditional weaving lady who was running a stall.

This year she has also attended Bounty Day - where we got to watch a re-enactment of
the landing of the first settlers and their traditional celebrations (all the locals dressed in

their traditional settlers clothes and paraded around town, also we had a picnic
highlighting traditional food and other activities as celebration.. We have the upcoming
Garden Week & Royal Agriculture and Horticultural Show coming in October, indie will

be attending, and she has also said she would like to attended the Wearable Art
Extravaganza thats at the end of October in which amazing talented local designers 

create outfits out of ART according to each category.-we will attend this also. There is so
much happening on our island community throughout the year, there is always something

on or something that pops up which are full of great natural learning opportunities for
Indie, to grow,learn and be apart of.

This year has been filled with such great personal growth for Indie in making connections
with other children and also the amazing things she has accomplished with her very
determined self direct learning . She is still very passionate about her youtube video

making, and everyday continues to expand her video editing skills, she was very excited
this year , to have been picked by a famous youtuber with nearly 1 million subscribers to
be in their youtube video and do a roblox house build together (as indie is very clever and

creative, and has such great online design skills and eye for detail when she uses
ROBLOX as her virtual creative studio)

 Almost weekly I get compliments on how well mannered, polite and how well Indie
handles herself for her age when she is out with friends, roaming the island or going to

shops herself. Im very happy when I hear this, as I know indie is growing into a little lady,
learning from daily opportunities and real world experiences. 

Indie lives a very full ,rich life, we are always outdoors exploring, adventuring
and learning something new together . Indie has been helping grow our own vegies,

cultivating our land and learning about sustainable living this year. (Indie and her
brothers have been selling their own pumpkins out the front of our property with their

own stall setup twice so far last month they made $183 !! ) she was quite the
entrepreneur , she weighed each pumpkin with her brothers,to work out each price ($4kg)
cut them into pieces ,wrapped in glad wrap , priced each one, made little signs and setup

their stall, they had so many of the local customers coming around to buy from them, it
was so great to watch her using her customer service skills, money handling and working

out the correct change using mental maths. 

https://www.norfolkislandtravelcentre.com/event/garden-week-the-royal-agriculture-and-horticultural-show/
https://www.norfolkislandtravelcentre.com/event/garden-week-the-royal-agriculture-and-horticultural-show/
https://www.norfolkisland.com.au/visitor-info/events-calendar/event/80-wearable-art-extravaganza
https://www.norfolkisland.com.au/visitor-info/events-calendar/event/80-wearable-art-extravaganza
https://www.norfolkisland.com.au/visitor-info/events-calendar/event/80-wearable-art-extravaganza
https://www.norfolkisland.com.au/visitor-info/events-calendar/event/80-wearable-art-extravaganza


Indie is surrounded by a rich learning environment filled with lots of great hands on
learning opportunities that engage all her 5 senses. To learn by following her interests

and from daily life has and will continue to provide indie with a full education
To be able to have in the moment learning opportunities side by side alongside her family
,to be allowed to follow her passions, learn about real worldly things out here in the real

world and not behind a desk, to have unconditional encouragement and support and to
always have the resources she requires and answers she seeks available.

To me this seems like the best kind of learning environment to create a lifelong learner.
To create a motivated thinker and to create a young adult , ready to adapt to adulthood

and the changing future.

Indie has a love and passion for creative design and online coding, she uses these skills
everyday and is always finding new ideas on how to expand and put her work out there.

This year She has continued to constantly create, edit and add new videos to her youtube
channel (that she fully setups up and manages herself and currently has 650 subscribers)

she has her own discord servers and roblox groups in which she manages and codes
herself, she created these so her followers and friends can come and exchange ideas,

share their drawings, and chat, This year Indie has also held many of her own giveaways
and contests on her servers, from drawing to build battles in which she plans, designs the

rules, banners and promotion material and gives the winners robux. This year Indie has
also started her own fivver account to put her roblox build skills out there and see if she

can get customers, She has recently been learning how to create and edit GFX’s 
( roblox glossy edit type of thing) - she has been practising almost daily as she has told

me she wants to be the best at it so people can pay her to create them one, she currently
has been making them for all her friends for free and they love them.

My foundation for Indie's natural learning approach to education is based on pursuing

passions, satisfying one’s natural curiosity, and learning through life , and this year

she continues to prove to me that this is the best possible approach for her

education.



exploring heritage sites/attractions
on norfolk 

different times throughout year

botanic gardens , museum - 7 april 23

spring fair - 16-9-23

bounty day 8 -8-23

traditional cooking workshop 13 july

lego master workshop - 5 july 23

indies realistic “makeup effect broken
arm” she got done by a makeup effect

artist at a show day/hall market for
the community -26-8-23
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As we take a natural learning approach to Indies education our main goal was to continue
to allow her to follow her passions and interests ,as these have so far provided her with a

huge variety of experiences and knowledge covering english,maths,science,history,tech
and so forth, to continue to allow her to learn at her own pace and for me to continue to
support her needs and provide her with the resources she requires and help her with her
questions and anything else she seeks, so yes our goals for that were achieved. We did

have a goal of seeing if there was an art class on the island Indie could join at the
beginning of the year, as she loves art, but unfortunately there isn’t, but that doesn’t
matter to Indie, she still loves to draw and continues to practise from how to youtube

videos and holds her own art competitions on discord. Another goal we had was for Indie
to grow and sell her own produce in her own stall, which she did get to do, we will

continue to do this as our crops continue to grow,as Indie loved this, we have recently
been planting and growing seeds in trays of various fruit and veggies currently she has

(watermelon,tomato,pumpkin) so Indie and her brothers want to sell the seedlings when
they grow bigger. She did want to open her own etsy store ,selling coral we collected and
we haven’t gotten around to this yet ,so this will still be something we will work on in the

near future , we have been collecting and making coral fridge magnets.

For Indie-Rose Crane2023

Did you achieve the goals outlined in your program?



what were the highlights or lowlights?
Highlights this year 

did you make any changes to your program?
No , we didn’t need to, as our program was based around Indie learning from her

curiosities and interests, from our daily life , community events and in the moment
learning opportunities. Her learning program was tailored to be adaptable as she grew

and curiosities changed and her program was able to be flexible and suit Indies own self
determined interest based -child-led learning. Which she continues to prove , is the best

style to suit her individual learning needs. 

Indies dad tore a ligament/tender in his ankle in April, so since then Indie and her brothers
haven’t done much surfing since his accident, as dad cant take them out, they love surfing

, we have finally just heard back when he will be having surgery 3-6 months , so we all
will get to fly over to Brisbane for that, so that will be fun and Indie will get to see,learn
and have alot of new experiences. She cant wait for Mcdonalds she said and to visit the

brisbane museum and attractions.

Indie making so many friends and coming out of her shell, for me being able to see her so
confident with other kids makes me happy, she has always been confident with adults but
to see her be able to hang out and interact with other children this year with confidence is
the highlight of the year. Oh and finding out they had a free school holiday program every

holidays, that Indie and her brothers can join with the other (school kids) is great ,they
really love it and Indie has so much fun, this is the first year they have done anything like

it.

lowlights this year 



what area did your child achieve the most success?
Indie Achieved the most success in technology, she continues to amaze me how
advanced her technology skills are, through self research, trial and error, how to

videos and asking me for assistance when she needs it, she is always learning new
coding skills ,computer and gaming hacks and progressing with her programming

skills. Indie loves technology and when it comes to figuring out how to do
something new ( from something she has seen ) she becomes very determined to

learn all that she can, I will often try help when she cant figure something out and
together we sit through a video and figure out together. But then there are other

times when Indie just picks up so easily new skills and applies them, and i am just
amazed. She has even figured a few things out for me in using my printable making
software canva, and on my web design or if I need help with making a video , I’ll go

to her and she helps me add music and shows me how to edit. 



what approaches did you use to support your child in
completing these samples?

As we take a natural learning approach for Indie, I helped by providing her with the
resources she needed and asked for,when she required them. I spent time with her

reflecting on certain mistakes and discussed correct terms, whenever she asked and
we used every opportunity for questioning and open conversations. Indie learns

best by having “open discussions” and real “in the moment then and there
reflections”- when I say this I mean , if she is writing something ( usually for her

youtube channel ,online gaming, forums,or an online blog post etc she will ask me
how to spell a word that she is not sure of, or ask me if her grammar is correct or

what certain words mean, we then and there discuss the correct terms , reflect and
have good open conversations, and I have noticed that usually one to two times

after that discussion she picks it up and does not make the same mistake,Over the
last 3 years of home-schooling and learning through natural opportunities Indie has

been able to learn nouns, verbs, adjectives ,expand her written and spoken
vocabulary, advance her reading and so much more this way.This year she is getting

much more interested in her punctuation and grammatical conventions.We have
been working on these by having open conversations and”mini on the spot lessons”
We have been discussing her capital letters alot this year, as earlier in the year with

her written work ( not online/keyboard ) but when she would write on paper, she
would use alot of capital letters at the start of most words, and not at the start of a
sentence. You will notice in SAMPLE 1 I have attached a written account i had Indie
do for her home-schooling portfolio earlier this year , we had open discussions on
her punctuation and grammar mistakes frequently since then and as you can see

from her other sample also included in sample 1 for comparison- from last month,
our open conversations and natural learning approach to her english is working.

English samples



In her english SAMPLE 2, I have attached some of her “ online writing” this is how
indie mostly uses her writing/reading skills ONLINE. It is hard to get samples of this

writing as its in chat platforms/ all over the place on various apps ,videos,bios,
discriptions etc,but I think its important to include these in her samples, as each
year her written vocabulary , the way she sounds “sophisticated” and spelling is

progressing . I have included one of her published works , she created herself which
is a roblox build battle competition she held last month and created the

promotional material herself for,and posted it on her forum on discord. I did not
include a comparison from last year for you to be able to see the progress, as it was

hard to find samples online and save BUT i know how much she has advanced, I
used to have to check her writing before she went live for lots of spelling mistakes
etc and now she is posting content on her youtube etc with no spelling mistakes. In
the sample, I could see that she planned ,had given thought, and showed passion

and maturity in what she was doing, she included external links she had coded
herself - since then we have discussed her CAPITAL LETTERS at the start of each

sentence for next time.



Maths samples
As we take a natural learning approach for Indie, Her maths is based on

“hands on” opportunities, everyday life and from the things she is passionate
about ,I support her learning by offering my help and support whenever she

requires it, by speaking clearly with her and helping her understand concepts
better if she seems to be having a hard time figuring them out.Indie learns

best by on the spot, open conversations, then and there. She is not interested
in sitting down with a pen and paper, filling in maths questions or algorithms

, instead Indie is very self directed in her learning and maths comes quite
naturally to her thanks to her online gaming, video editing and coding .Over
the last 3 years her maths skills have constantly been advancing and she is
forever learning new maths concepts, from simple math sums, angles,from

designing roblox house builds using geometry, shapes and length,to
answering maths questions in certain roblox games,aswell as earning robux
online to buy and spend on inventory - (using her addition and subtraction

skills) .She uses maths when creating her roblox videos by using timing and
grids.She has been using maths in everyday life from helping with cooking,

weighing, pricing and selling produce and her own online buisness ventures.
 

In Indies math sample 1 , I have included her pumpkin road stall market , in
which her and her brothers harvest, weighed ,cut, wrapped in glad wrap,

priced each pumpkin by weight $4kg each , she rounded to the nearest dollar
and we worked together with her brothers how much to sell based on weight
in their notebooks, they then setup their own road side stall at the front of our
house. She did this on 2 occasions already, she showed great communication
skills, customer service skills, money handling and change sorting skills.She

used on the spot thinking and mental maths. She and her brother made $189
last month, she has many other product selling ideas for the near future also. 

what approaches did you use to support your child in
completing these samples?



In maths sample 2 I have included some of her online maths, she uses maths everyday
in her online gaming, she is constantly learning new maths concepts

when playing her online games, from designing roblox house builds using
geometry,shapes and length,to answering maths questions in certain roblox

games,aswell as earning robux online to buy and spend on inventory - (using her
addition and subtraction skills) going to “work” in roblox,advancing her money

knowledge and so much more .I have attached copies of her earlier and later creations,
You can notice how advance her maths designs are becoming in her placements and

gridlines,her geometry and use of shapes
.I have also included another sample 2 of her online maths samples and this is her

fivver listings she created herself, in which she priced,marketed,worked out add ons
additional prices and how long it will take her.She advertised that she can build

someone a roblox house and cafe ( as Indie has used fivver before to get someone else
to build her a roblox house,and thought it would be a good way for her to

make some money)



 In SAMPLE 2 I have included some of her online marketing and promotional
templates/mockups she created for her roblox builds,fivver account and her

roblox avatar tshirt merch she has been making)

As we take a natural learning approach for Indie, Her creative arts is based on
her pursuing her interests , her main focus on the 5 areas of the arts is 

visual art and digital art.Indie creates and edits her own youtube videos using
software like capcut,and makes her marketing/thumbnails for her videos using

canva, She has also been getting into creating roblox GFX’s thumbnails she
wants to get good at them to sell, she has been practising and advancing on
this almost everyday. (a GFX is taking a normal roblox avatar and a rendering
it into a realistic roblox avatar created and staged using graphic software and

high definition graphics) I help support her in this area by offering my
feedback with good open oral communication, which she is always takes

onboard and applying to her designs, she always seeks out my opinions and
asks help with designs if she needs. I always offer her my encouragement and

provide her with the resources she needs and help her find resources to
further her skills ( in the form of online programs,editing software, videos ,

photo enhances ,paint ,pencils,etc) for SAMPLE 1 I have included samples of
her current interest GFX RENDERED thumbnails from over a month of her
trial and error, my feedback and her getting better in design, she has been

creating this for her friends online using software blender and canva.

The arts samples

what approaches did you use to support your child in
completing these samples?



what progress did you observe between each samples?

Maths

English 
I noticed in sample 1 that indie had really improved her capital letter problems she
had at the beginning of the year,she still is making minor mistakes, but we continue

to discuss these, I have also noticed her handwriting (pen to paper form)is
improving significantly as she is not rushing as much and becoming neater. I also
noticed how better she is getting with her descriptive writing and punctuations.

In sample 2 I can see Indie spent alot of time planning her competition and
marketing her work. She has shown great maturity in her writing ,and advancing
with her written skills. I will continue to show her encouragment and lend a hand

whenever she needs my assistance. 

Maths sample 1- I observed indie having real hands on maths learning experences,
I seen how well her money handling skills were and how she was able to work out
mentally the correct amount of change to give back to her customers. We discussed
alot about kg and how to price the produce by weight that day, and I observed her
being able to round to the nearest dollar when pricing, which was a great surprise

as I didn’t even know she had learnt that yet! 
Maths sample 2 - 

I can see how much Indies maths has advanced in her roblox builds, she is able to
understand layout and grids better, aswell as advance on her geometry ,placements

, length estimating and use of shapes.In her other sample 2 of her fivver listing .I
observe how indie has been able to work out and price how long a gig will take
her,how much her customer will need and how much additional “variations” and

add ons will cost her customers ( her maths and money handling skills have
signifently improved since last year, as she would not have been able to run her

own listing on a marketplace herself without seeking in me to help with
calculations. I am very proud of her, she is waiting for her first fivver customer.



what progress did you observe between each samples?

In sample 1 , I clearly observed she was taken my verbal feedback onboard, as we
discussed how to edit her rendered photos even more by playing around with the
photo editing tools ( brightness, sharpness and highlight tools) to make them look
more glossy-also to use more effects on the texts.I could clearly see that over the

last few weeks , just how much trial and error has paid off, she has been
researching everyday more ways on how to improve her gfxs and now adding other

elements (which she creates from scratch-backgrounds)

In sample 2

I have observed her progression over the last few months since she has been using
the app canva, in creating and producing promotional content for her roblox games,
youtube videos and other marketing aspects , her stages of using this app are new

and she is quickly picking it up and figuring out how to use the editing tools on
there. I can see how much she has learnt in the past few months, as I also use

canva daily to create my printables for my buisness. We both have many
discussions and time together playing with designs, templates and effects on

canva.I can see how much Indie has advanced with this new software, and as time
goes on her design will get better.

The arts samples



English sample 1



English sample 1 - comparison



English sample 1 - comparison

As we take a natural approach to Indies education , We have alot of open
discussions and her english is based on her passions, I do get her to complete

little questions, like these in sample 1 for her home-schooling portfolio folder I
like to put together each year filled with any hard copy work she does, any

drawings, photos of her learning that took place,for her to reflect on her learning
experience for the year. As you can see in these samples, her writing is improving
, she is using more expressive and descriptive writing then she did earlier in the

year, she is still making a few minor capital letter mistake that we have discussed.



Indie created this marketing banner for her
competition using Canva , in the other photo, is the
screenshot she took of her 6 contestants building

please note Indie goes by the name of angel
online ( as we have discussed, about her using her
real name and the dangers involved on the online

world, hence the names in these samples)

english sample 2
build battle comp indie promoted and

ran herself on her discover server, I can
see the progression as last year there

would have been know way she could of
executed her own competition, herself

without my help. This year she has
became so much more mature and

capable



Maths sample 1
Indie and her brothers have now setup their own pumpkin stalls twice this year so far,

with many more stalls planned when our crops and seedlings are ready. We plan on
getting chickens and the kids want to sell the eggs to.Indie was able to learn real

hands on maths experiences from calculating weight in kg, rounding to the nearest
dollar, pricing , mental calculating correct change to give back to her customers,

Indie, her brothers and myself all worked out together in the kids notebooks, figuring
out the weight by using kitchen scales per pumpkin, roughly rounding to the nearest

dollar to price pumpkins at $4kg, used our addition/multiplication skills to work it out
,it was so good to see Indie interacting with her “customers” they made $189 on their

last stall, selling pumpkin and some of my business kids surf hats, they each got to
keep $30, indie brought robux with her money.They plan on having many more stalls

when our other produce is ready and Indie is full of so many ideas on other things she
can do to make some money, we will see what these ideas lead to next year.

pumpkin stalls were held
on 27 july and 7

september





Indie worked out and had open discussions with
her brothers and myself the weight of each

pumpkin, rounding to the nearest dollar, how
much we should sell based on $4kg , and how we

add each kg together as 4.



Maths sample 2
Indie uses maths concepts everyday in her roblox building, from

geometry,mesurements,angles,placements,layouts,numbers,dimentio
ns,scaling,money,additions,subtraction, grids , time and so much more,

these sample are her recent builds, she works in bloxburg to earn money
to create each one of her builds.The top builds are from july 27 and july

30th , simple layouts, and simple use of shapes/geometry/angles,etc

indie working on roblox,online to earn bloxburg
cash to build,-everything she gets for her

building costs money, so she has to work out
budgeting ,saving,financial

goals,adding,subtracting.working with numbers
and learning about money and time.



and these builds are from the 15-8 and 21-8 (as seen in screenshot) , you can see
how much her math placement, grid work, geometry and measurements have

advanced, in a few months,I gave her a few pointers, about placements,
dimensions and lengths , and we discussed real world scales to that in roblox. We

watched together a youtube video called Roblox Studio Real World
Measurements in Studs by how tech to. I can see she has really been taking it

onboard with her design.



and these examples for maths sample 2 are some more of her online maths,
these are her fivver marketplace listings, she worked out how to price her
work, create her listing and market material, she worked out extra cost for
add ons and the time it will take her to complete the job for someone ( she
has 2 lisitings on fivver 1 she can interior design someones bloxburg home

and her other one is she can build someone a roblox cafe, she designed and
created the marketing photographs aswell.

july 26th



I know yous can not access
youtube videos but you will be

able to see many more
examples of her maths and
english in practise on her

youtube channel 

these are both indies listings
she created on fivver herself .
she created a product for sale
, calculated a budget for it and

worked on marketing angles
 Please note indie goes by the

name of angel online as we
have discussed the dangers of

her using her real name

@lazytoastss

july 26th

https://www.youtube.com/@lazytoastss


Indie created these roblox real high defintiton GFX
avatars in software app called blender, she then

downloads them all onto canva and edits them even
further,you can see how much she has progressed and

advance in her design,editing and visual arts skilled within
a month, I have been giving her verbal advice,assited her
when she requires and we have been openly discussing

different design ideas, as she wants to get really good to
sell her GFXS

The arts sample 1
These designs were created
various dates all in august



The arts sample 1 - comparision
These designs were created various dates all
in september, indie has been creating them

for her friends

as we take a natural approach to Indies education ,you can see how much she has advance
is her visual arts/digital arts designs over at month. Her current GFXS she has been
creating from scratch using blender and canva have really improved, she has been
experimenting with background designs to,she is still learning and mastering new
techniques for her gfxs each week. She creates all backgrounds herself,by mixing

colours,patterns and elements



The arts sample 2
Indie love arts and designs. She loves visual arts from a digital aspect, below is samples
on just how much her design and eye for detail have been getting this year, below is all

MARKETING MATERIAL and PROMOTINAL POSTERS she created for her fivver
account,youtube channel,designs in roblox etc.They are all her own original designs. She is
constantly researching interior house designs and loves to create .Shes always asking my

feedback and taking it on board.We often discuss what different fittings, elements and
layers are We also discuss how to resize her images.

these are indies interior design marketing mockups
for her fivver lisiting, she wanted to go for a aesthetic

look she said.She created a room layout and
designed it herself,furnishings,appliances,colours
ect, she then took screen shots and edited them

further on canva software, adding descriptions and
making them to correct size to upload.. (I helped her

learn how to create a custom sizing)

indie
created
these in

july 26th



Indies posters she created using canva app software ,
these were created in august between 22-24 ,these

posters she created for her roblox, motels,schools and
other “roleplays” in roblox and her youtube, she often

comes and asks me what type of things are in motel
rooms, or what do they serve ect, she loves to discuss

and recreate/roleplay to the exact.

these are her latest ( september 13th)
youtube -lazytoastss (roblox avatar
merch) tshirts she created to sell on

roblox. She creates them using the tshirt
template and when she upload it, it turns
into a shirt depending on how you design

it. She has sold quite alot of merch on
roblox (she earns robux if someone buys

them) We both watched some how to
youtube videos together when she first

started creating them, now she is able to
make and design them all by herself,she

wants to start learning how to make pants



conclusion

at what level are these samples target?
As our holistic approach for Indie’s education is to learn at

her own natural pace, these samples aren’t targeted at a
“specific age level” - There is no learning expectations, just

encouragement, I trust she will learn everything she requires
when the time comes. 

Indie is a very determined learner, she is a very polite, good
natured and a strong minded young women who knows

where she is heading in life, she is not afraid to ask for help,
to take onboard feedback and is confident in herself and her
abilities.Indie will continue to learn and grow in a place that

supports her natural curiosity, allows her time for real hands
on active engagement, and shown 100% support.


